Transformational Project Management’s fundamental premise is that the next decade’s Project Manager cannot be just a Drill Sergeant, Sports Coach, or Team Leader or even Scrum Master—though these roles still have their applications. As the new millennium kicks into hyper-drive driven by increased specialization, universal information sharing, continuous change and densely integrated markets, the PM’s role is rising to the highest levels of corporate responsibility, demanding the PM be:

**A Strategic Partner** – whose role is more comprehensive than before, adding Strategy and Change to Delivery;

**A Chief Awareness Officer** — a soft skills practitioner . . . with a finger on the pulse of the human element which is the most important factor of all and the key to any project’s success.

Discover how Human Analytics, the fundamentals of Coaching and the Nimbleness of Intention are key to unlocking almost every challenge you’ll face as a PM.

Is something important missing from your Project Management training . . .
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